Abstract-The switch fabric in a Data-Center Network (DCN) handles constantly variable loads. This is stressing the need for high-performance packet switches able to keep pace with climbing throughput while maintaining resiliency and scalability. Conventional multistage switches with their space-memory variants proved to be performance limited as they do not scale well with the proliferating DC requirements. Most proposals are either too complex to implement or not cost effective. In this paper, we present a highly scalable multistage switching architecture for DC switching fabrics. We describe a three-stage Clos packet-switch fabric with Output-Queued Unidirectional NoC (OQ-UDN) modules and Round-Robin packets dispatching scheme. The proposed OQ Clos-UDN architecture avoids the need for complex and costly input modules and simplifies the scheduling process. Thanks to a dynamic packets dispatching and the multi-hop nature of the UDN modules, the switch provides load balancing and path-diversity. We compared our proposed architecture to state-of-the art previous architectures under extensive uniform and non-uniform DC traffic types. Simulations of various switch settings have shown that the proposed OQ Clos-UDN outperforms previous proposals and maintains high throughput and latency performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Virtualization made the volume of data in the cloud rising in an exorbitant way. It reached up to 90% over the recent few years. To keep pace with increasing traffic, today's DCNs need process data faster than ever and deliver outstanding performance. However, this cannot be true without the switching core of the network using highly-performant and scalable switches/routers. Switches used in DCN environment lack scalability features. They do not meet the fast increasing requirements without excessive increases in hardware cost and complexity. The common design trend is founded on building hierarchical switching fabrics to manage the floating traffic. Single-stage crossbar switches cannot do with the expansion of the network substrate. While they can be implemented for small-sized switches, they become quite complex to implement and non scalable for growing port counts (beyond 64 ports) [1] [2].
Multistage switches, where many smaller crossbar fabrics are arranged in cascade, have been typical commercial solutions for high-speed routers [3] . They present good broadcast and multicast features and can be incrementally expanded by adding more modules to the existing design. The three-stage Clos network [2] is a popular multistage arrangement known for its non-blockingness feature which makes it frequently used for telecommunications and networking systems. Despite their scalability potential, almost all existing Clos network-based proposals (from S 3 to MMM) are too complex. Some solutions have non satisfactory performance or require costly modules [3] [4] .
During the on-going research of packet switches design, NoC architectures were proposed as a new design pattern to solve a set of limitations faced by classical crossbars, such as the bottleneck of speed and scalability in switch port count. Thanks to NoC's particular characteristics, crossbar fabrics became able to operate faster independently of the switch valency. The traffic load is balanced as many intrinsic paths in the fabric network are available between any input/output port pairs [5] . In addition to single and multistage grouping, switching architectures can be classified with regards to buffers placement. In input-queueing with FIFOs, contention degrades performance and affects latency in an unpredictable way. Although Virtual Output Queues (VOQs) solve the Head-ofLine problem and ameliorate throughput of the switch, implementation complexity/cost make the IQ impractical mainly for large port counts. With output-queueing, internal bandwidth of a switch increases. It becomes possible to transfer multiple packets to the same output at the same time. This queueing scheme results in 100% throughput and delays packets by a fixed amount. However, current technology limits OQ design since for a switch of size (N × N ), a memory should run at (N + 1) times the external line rate. The ideal goal has always been to find a switching architecture with the cost of a VOQ, the scalability of a multistage and the performance of an OQ architecture. This paper tackles the aforementioned ideal goal, that is to propose a scalable and cost effective DCN switch fabric architecture. To this end, we describe a nested three-stage Clos switching architecture with FIFO queues at the input modules and dynamic cells dispatching for which we change the conventional central stage crossbars by OQ-UDN modules. The choice of the Clos topology is to provide scalability. The adoption of a NOC based multi-hop central stage modules, with OQ on-chip routers is to simultaneously cater for scalability, low cost and high performance. As we shall describe in the experimental section, the proposed OQ CLos-UDN architecture is feasible with current technology, achieves highthroughput and more importantly allows for appealing features to the DCN design such as path-diversity, load-balancing and consequently fault-tolerance.
The reminder of the paper is structured as follows. Section II discusses relevant related work. In Section III, we present the terminology and describe the proposed OQ-UDN modules along with the RR packets dispatching. The hardware requirements of the switch are presented in Section IV. In Section V we discuss the switch performance under variable workload types. Section VI concludes the paper and introduces future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Multistage switching architectures can be bufferless, buffered or the combination of both depending on the type of every stage modules [3] , [4] , [6] . Recent proposals suggest building high-performance switching fabrics using the Networks-on-Chip (NoC) paradigm. The design emerges as a flexible and suitable alternative to single-hop crossbars offering high delivery ratios, tolerable latencies and load balancing. Besides, it offers pipelined scheduling and allows a subquadratic growth of the fabric's cost. Recently, a three-stage Clos switch with Input-Queued NoC-based modules (UDN) on the central stage was proposed in [7] . The switch has good scalability and parameterization features. However, on-grid routers of the UDNs modules are of Input-Queued (IQ) type. They require speedup for the whole Clos switch to achieve good performance. In output queueing, bandwidth of the UDNs internal interconnects is increased allowing many cells to be forwarded to the same output port at a time. Adopting OQ mini-routers (MRs) to design the UDN blocks has several advantages over IQ type. Namely, the overall packets delay is shifted by a fixed amount, unlike with IQ routers where contention for links causes random delay variations.
Assets of NoCs, have motivated the design of some of the new packet switching fabrics. NoC-based Ethernet switches have been discussed in [8] [9] . A Unidirectional NoC crossbar switch fabric (UDN) was described in [5] , [10] . In 2010, the Multidirectional NoC (MDN) packet switch was proposed as an extension to UDN [11] . More recent results [12] discussed a possible implementation of a single-stage crossbar fabric using NoC-enhanced FPGA and evaluated its performance for various routing algorithms. In [10] , Karadeniz et al. suggested a single-stage switch with Networks-on-Chip fabric. They described a Wraparound grid of OQ mini-routers for which they suggested a low-complexity analytical model. Despite the high potential of NoC based crossbar fabrics, their application has been restricted to single-stage crossbar packet switches.
This work discusses a three-stage Clos packet switch with OQ UDNs that provides high performance guarantees. The technological advances in the field of memory design and synthesis allow the integration of OQ-UDN modules with intermediate links running at speedup of 3 for rational costs. In the rest of this paper, we evaluate the switch performance and scalability by simulations and compare it to relevant stateof-the-art existing proposals.
III. CLOS-UDN SWITCH WITH OUTPUT-QUEUED MINI-ROUTERS

A. Model of the switching architecture
The OQ Clos-UDN architecture is a nested network where we consider three-stage Clos macro architecture and NoC micro architecture to design the central stage modules as shown in Fig. 1 . The first stage of the switch is made of k Input Modules (IMs) of dimension n × m, each. The second stage consists of m output queued UDN fabric modules, each of size k × M 1 . The third stage has k Output Modules (OMs), each of which is of size m×n. Although it can be general 2 , the proposed OQ Clos-UDN architecture has an expansion factor m n = 1, making it a Benes lowest-cost practical non-blocking fabric. An IM(i ) has m FIFOs each of which is associated to one of the m output links denoted as LI(i , r ). An LI(i , r ) is related to a CM(r ). Because m = n, each FIFO(i, r) of an input module, IM(i ), is associated to one input port and can receive at most one packet and send at most one packet to one central module at every time slot. A Central Module CM(r ) has k output links, each of which is denoted as LC(r , j ) and is connected to OM(j ). An OM(j ) has n OPs, each of which is OP(j , h) and has an output buffer. An output buffer can receive at most m packets and forward one packet to the output line at every time slot.
Every CM is defined by the 2-tuple (k, M ) where k is the number of I/O ports and M is the depth of the mesh (i.e. the number of pipeline stages). An on-grid router has two or three I/Os (referred to as degree of a router) depending on its position on the grid. We use a deadlock-free NoC routing algorithm (M odulo XY ) and a credit-based flow control mechanism to avoid elastic buffers. For simplicity, we suppose that packets are of fixed-size with relative routing information stored to their headers and that the store-and-forward switching mode is used to transfer traffic.
B. Store and forward switching mode
The switching strategy determines how packet flows traverse their routes. Once the user traffic arrives to an input port of a source node s, the routing unit examines the addressing information, makes a routing decision, and activates the switching elements to move the user traffic to the correct output port. All of this is collectively referred to as MR's processing delay t p . As some traffic might need to wait in line to be processed, they are stored in the output queues and the amount of time spent waiting there is the queuing delay t q . If multiple inputs receive traffic intended for the same output port, the output queue might be overwhelmed. Therefore, we adopt the store and forward switching mode to develop a backlog of frames waiting for the output port facility to become available. We introduce the zero-load latency of a network as the latency where only one packet traverses the network to describe the effect of the topology on the performance of a network. In case of store-and-forward switching mode this performance metric can be expressed as:
Where Hops is the average number of routers a packet has to traverse until the destination node, L is the packet's length (bits) and bw is the bandwidth of the communication channel (intermediate link between MRs). We denote Is an input port in a source node s. Od refers to an output port in a destination node d. The lattice distance between Is and Od is denoted | s − d |. Actually, the M odulo XY routing algorithm relies on the geometry of the grid and the destination of the packet to calculate the cell's next hop. At the end of every time step, the lattice distance between a source node and a destination node is decremented by one and the header information is updated.
OM(j)
Considering an independent and uniform selection of s and d in the k × M OQ-UDN mesh, the routing algorithm performs k/2 vertical transmissions in average (the algorithm selects the next vertical hop from 0 to k with equal probability among all rows of the NoC mesh). Besides, a packet has to cross exactly M MRs horizontally to reach the final destination. The total makes an average lattice distance of Hops = (M + k/2). 
C. Routing in the OQ-UDN modules
We use a dimension order routing in the OQ-UDN modules. The M odulo XY routing algorithm is simple and inherently deadlock free. It routes packets along one dimension, then along the second dimension of the mesh and takes advantage of the path diversity by introducing an extra turn before the last column in the topology. The routing algorithm is incremental. Path computation is processed at every node in the OQ-UDN which removes the packet overhead that allat-once routing algorithms create. A feedback-control signal is generated at each time a packet tries to access a saturated buffer. The whole routing process in the NoC central modules of the switch is made of two phases: packets transmission and feedback control as illustrated in Fig. 2 3 . The OQ-UDN switch with small output queues and internal back-pressure control offers lower cost than fabrics with large internal buffers. Although in a MR of degree n, all output ports must run n times faster than an input port to handle the worst case scenario, the required internal speedup is bounded to 3 and the hardware implementation of the module is feasible [13] . Given the technology advance, on-chip logic and memory VLSI implementation costs much less than off-chip communication. Hence, we argue that the OQ-UDN architecture is a proper choice for next-generation switching fabrics.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION COMPLEXITY
In this section, we briefly discuss the implementation complexity of the OQ Clos-UDN switch.
A. Dispatching time
Dispatching packets in the OQ Clos-UDN is non-iterative. At each cell time, m RR input arbiters at the input stage select CMs to dispatch packets requiring a time complexity in the order of O(log m). The dispatching process and packets routing through the OQ-UDN modules work in parallel. Thanks to a pipelined nature of central modules, the dispatching time at time slot t (Disp t ) and the packets forwarding through the NoC (T x t ) overlap as Fig. 3 shows. We call F 0 , the flow of packets dispatched to a particular OQ-UDN module at time slot t = 0. F 0 arrives to the NoC routers of the first column M 0 . Forwarding decisions are taken and packets are transferred 
B. Hardware requirements
In the OQ Clos-UDN switch, m arbiters per IM are associated to m FIFOs. A queue arbiter selects one among m CMs to dispatch the current HoL packet which makes the hardware complexity of an IM equals to O(log m). Every CM block at the central stage is made of (k × M ) minirouters. Unlike with IQ-UDN modules [7] where every onchip router selects packets in a RR manner to forward them to the next hop making the complexity equals to O(log kM ), OQ-UDN is fitted with output queues that absorb traffic with respect to their capacity. In [13] , authors discuss a possible HW implementation of a single-stage WUDN packet switch that is quite similar to the OQ-UDN. The implementation of a module is perfectly feasible considering the current technology whereby cost/performance trade-off is made by varying the switch parameters and/or the synthesis technology.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we analyse the performance of the proposed switching architecture using an event-driven simulator varying settings of the switch and the traffic type.
A. Uniform packets arrivals
We investigate the average end-to-end packets delay in the switch for different switch sizes, mesh depths (M ) and traffic patterns. We set the output buffers' capacity (BD) to a minimum of 3. We note that reducing M leads to saturation of the output-queued NoC structure and that the multistage architecture offers better control on the absolute delay in largescale switches as Fig. 5 shows. In addition to the relatively high latency that a (256 × 256) single-stage experiences, altering the number of pipeline stages becomes less efficient for high traffic loads that are relevant for a DCN environment. Setting M = k/4 = 64 ameliorates the delivery ratio. However it is still impractical and non-effective. In Fig. 6 , we compare the delay performance of the proposed OQ Clos-UDN switch to an MSM, MMM and the IQ Clos-UDN switching architectures. Our proposal outperforms MSM under heavy workloads. It always provides 100% throughput unlike the IQ Clos-UDN switch that saturates at around 90% if a speedup SP = 1 is used. An MMM architecture affords lower delays. However, we still need large crosspoint buffers to achieve full throughput. On the contrary, our Clos switch running with small onchip buffers (BD = 3) and M = k /4 (that is only equal to 4 for (256 × 256) switch ports) ensures almost constant delay variations and high delivery ratios. 2) Uniform Bursty traffic: In reality, workloads in the DCN are constantly changing. Distributed file systems in Big Data analytics, streaming media services and many other highbandwidth demanding applications make the bursty traffic pattern prevalent in a data centre network with high-levels of peak utilization. We presume that it is useful to examine how a bursty traffic impacts the proposed switch performance. Fig. 7 shows the latency of (64 × 64) single-stage OQ-UDN under bursty traffic, where we vary M , the on-chip queues' capacity and the size of the Burst. Obviously, increasing M increases the throughput. However for BD = 3 (minimum queues depth) and a burst size of 10 packets, the NoC saturates and the blocking ratio rises exponentially. Simulation results show that it is possible to improve the switch response to burstiness by reducing the burst size. Still, the throughput expansion is limited to 14%. Providing larger queues for the mini-routers, proves to solve the saturation problem at the expense of additional cost. On the whole, the stand alone OQ-UDN as it is, do not scale with the switch size under bursty traffic unlike the Clos switch that shows robustness and flexibility. Fig. 8 illustrates the average end-to-end latency in MSM, MMM, IQ and OQ Clos-UDN switches. We note that under heavy bursty arrivals, both semi-buffered and fullybuffered Clos switching architecture have delay performance that are worse than the NoC-based switches. MMM cannot achieve 100% throughput even if the middle stage buffers are worth of 16 packets, each. The flexibility of networks-on-chip and a Clos structure with dynamic packets dispatching allow better distribution of the load and conserve high throughput.
B. Unbalanced traffic
We evaluate a (64×64) Clos with OQ-UDN modules under non-uniform traffic for which one fraction of the total input load is uniformly distributed among the switch outputs and the other fraction goes to the output with the same index as the issuing input port. If ω = 0, then the traffic is perfectly uniform. In the other extreme of the margin, if ω = 1, then the switch deals with a totally unbalanced traffic. In Fig. 9 is presented the delay performance of different switching architectures with variable settings, a variable input load and ω = 0.5. As for uniform traffic pattern, OQ Clos-UDN switch responds better than MSM switch with CRRD scheduling. IQ and OQ Clos-UDN switches can have comparable endto-end latencies through changing the UDN design parameters (mainly speedup and M for the input-queued type and M and BD for an OQ-UDN module). Although both designs are highly customizable, an input-queued structure with no speedup and M = k = 8 do not achieve full throughput.
Stability of switch throughput: With the help of small on-chip queues in CMs of the Clos switch, incoming traffic is absorbed and transferred from one stage of the NoC to the subsequent stage. Fig. 10 shows that IQ Clos-UDN with full depth (M = k = 8) and SP = 1 achieves 90% throughput. A buffered MMM architecture provides better delivery ratio than MSM with CRRD scheduling (60% throughput if iter = 4 and ω = 0, 5). OQ Clos-UDN offers full throughput under the whole range of ω even for minimum settings BD = 3 and M = k /4 = 2 when the switch size is 64 × 64.
VI. CONCLUSION
The multistage arrangement is relevant to use for large sized packet switches. By means of smaller switching units, it is possible to build large systems with reduced cost and that scale better than common crossbars. In this paper, we propose a highly-performant switch for DCN environment. The central stage modules of the Clos, are Unidirectional NoC fabrics where on-chip mini-routers are fitted with small output queues to absorb traffic. We conjuncture that given the current technology it is possible to build the OQ Clos-UDN switch and embed buffers running at reasonable rates. Simulations show that the architecture outperforms MSM with CRRD scheduling, MMM packet switch and the IQ Clos-UDN under wide range of uniform as well as non-uniform traffics.
